NATEXPO LYON 2022:
THREE DAYS AT THE HEART
OF ORGANIC EFFERVESCENCE
By 2027, the turnover of the organic food and
cosmetics sectors in France could double from
13 billion euros to 26 billion euros, according
to one of the scenarios revealed by the recent
foresight study conducted by Credoc and AND
International for "NATEXBIO - La Maison de la
Bio", the owner of the NATEXPO tradeshow.
Although the organic food market is now
seeing a slight downturn after the exceptional
period of 2020, at-home consumption remains
up by 11.4% compared to the pre-Covid year of
20191. Consumers are therefore confirming
their enthusiasm for organic products,
although their expectations are tending to
evolve, in particular towards more local, antiwaste and ethical products...
At the heart of this changing context, highly
conducive to innovation, 1,800 exhibitors and
brands, all players in the French and
international organic sector, come together at
NATEXPO Lyon 2022. Situated at the very heart
of market dynamics, this new edition is, for the
first time in its Lyon version, organized over
three full days, from Sunday 18 to Tuesday 20
September! This is an exceptional opportunity
to gain access, all in one place, to all the latest
new developments in organic, and the vitality
that drives the sector's professionals, at the
forefront of new consumer trends. With an
agile approach, they are capable of adapting
and reinventing themselves to shift the
boundaries in a market that continues to lead
the way.
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According to Agence Bio 2022 figures
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NATEXPO Lyon 2022: an array of new features to support companies in a
changing environment
With its finger on the pulse of market
developments, the show has introduced a host
of new features this year. In particular, the show
is launching two new theme trails to guide
professionals through the show: "Local", to
target companies with local commitments, and
"Épure", highlighting the players in the high-end
organic cosmetics sector. In addition, in
partnership with Ingrébio, NATEXPO has
designed an Organic Ingredients Discovery Tour,
to spend an hour meeting the key exhibitors in
the sector. Five tours are planned, to discover
innovative ingredients for cosmetics, dietary
supplements, plant-based food, local and "more
than organic".
NATEXPO Lyon also offers a new area dedicated
to e-commerce, a business practice that has
become essential since the public health crisis.

Innovations in the spotlight
Among the many innovations presented at the
show, visitors will discover the winners of the
NATEXPO 2022 Awards, which pay tribute to the
most innovative, original and useful products
launched on the market in the past year. They
will also have the opportunity to explore, via the
New Products Gallery, the new products
revealing the trends of the moment, be they in
the field of health, gastronomy, minimalism, or
new ingredients.

Organic and eco-responsibility
from all angles
This unique BtoB exhibition is the only one to
present the entire range of organic products:
food, cosmetics, hygiene, dietary supplements,
eco-products and eco-services, but also
equipment and services for retail and brands,
and ingredients... From upstream to
downstream, the entire organic, ecoresponsible, zero-waste, bulk, local and CSR
offering is on show at NATEXPO.
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FOOD
ORGANIC REVISITS ITS RECIPES FOR SUCCESS
The organic food market doubles
in 5 years

More than 500 French and
international exhibitors gathered

Although the organic food market is experiencing a
slight downturn after the exceptional period of
2020, it still harbours substantial growth potential
in France, a country among the leading organic
producers and markets in Europe. The organic
sector has doubled in size in 5 years, and the latest
figures confirm the appeal of organic food products
to the French. Indeed, in at-home consumption,
sales have jumped by 11.4% in value compared to
the pre-Covid year of 2019, with a slight decline of
1.3% compared to the exceptional year of 2020,
which had disrupted all consumption habits. More
than nine out of 10 French people said they had
consumed organic products in 2021, including 15%
who did so every day!2 .

A true reflection of the life of the organic sector,
NATEXPO this year welcomes more than 500
French and international exhibitors who have come
to present their ranges, new products and
innovations in its Food sector. It brings together
both traditional players and young start-ups. More
than 100 companies are making their debut in the
NATEXPO "Incubator", the village dedicated to
small and medium-sized organic businesses, or
have taken the “Big Splash” - the gateway to the
organic sector's major league.

Still just as dynamic and innovative, the food sector
plays a key economic role and continues to reinvent
itself to maintain its growth by catering to new
consumer expectations: clarification of information
on the advantages of organic food, but also
augmented, more responsible, transparent, local,
ethical organic food... Often at the forefront of new
consumer trends, organic companies are showing
great inventiveness to innovate on the market.

2

The sector brings together all the latest trends in
organic food: grocery products, beverages, bakery,
meat, dairy, chilled products, breakfast, frozen
food, etc. A wide range of products is represented:
delicatessen,
alcoholic
and
non-alcoholic
beverages, chilled, baby food, in eco-designed
packaging or for loose selling. In addition, initiatives
related to local production, new vegan flavours and
pared-back ingredient lists are particularly in the
limelight this year.

Source: Agence Bio
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LOCAL, VEGAN, MINIMALIST...
NEW TRENDS TO FOLLOW IN ORGANIC FOOD
Beyond local – food sovereignty
In this uncertain context of war, restrictions and uncertainty, are we moving from a society of abundance
to a world of forced austerity?
Food security is becoming essential, challenging our vision of the world and globalisation and giving local
produce new momentum, like a shield against raw material price increases and shortages (think of
sunflower oil). 77% of consumers now prefer a local product to an organic product 3.
While the European Union has just authorised the cultivation of fallow land to offset the expected drop
in global cereal production, this year marks a historical breakthrough for the organic sector in France. For
the first time, we have reached self-sufficiency for wheat: 100% of the organic wheat we consume is
French. In the same way as for milk, eggs and meat.
Growing organic produce and manufacturing locally not only seems like an act of resistance, but a promise
of resilience, both ecological and economical. For brands, it means being able to communicate on the fact
that they offer more than a product at a certain price, and on real values: improving the quality of water,
soil and air, but also quality of life of farmers and consumers on a regional rather than national scale.

Local : the new thematic trail that
offers center-stage to regional knowhow
Regional preference, activism or guarantee of quality,
buying as close as possible to producers is an approach
supported by consumers. NATEXPO inaugurates in 2022 the
local thematic trail, in order to identify professionals that
are engaged in approaches combining organic and local.
NATEXPO thus offers people the opportunity to target
potential new partners on precise origin criteria to stand
out in an organic market which is becoming increasingly
demanding on this point. As there is no official definition of
“local product” because the notion of proximity fluctuates
according to the regions and the products, this trail will
provide various information such as: the radius in which
ingredients are sourced, the percentage of ingredients from
a local supply chain, the place where the product is made
and packed, and information on specific labels or regional
wording.
3

IRI 2021
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Plant disruption and fusions
Diets that restrict meat are more popular than ever: half of French people would like to reduce their meat
consumption in 2022.
This food transition is gaining in strength with 17% of vegetarians saying they are interested in veganism,
and just 14% of French people now saying they like animal products too much to consider going without
them44.
The vegan trend seems unstoppable… because it surprises more than it substitutes. It makes people want
to eat, rather than enforcing restrictions. In fact, vegan gastronomy is becoming a wonderful culinary
playground.
In terms of plants, whether new discoveries, unthinkable combinations or reinterpretations of
gastronomic classics, ecological motivation and the desire for tasty food are finding common ground.
Plant-based disruptions are making veganism a new kind of hedonism, rather than a diet.

New minimalisms
The quest for clean, i.e. a healthy formulation without any risk to health, from the United States, has been
on the scene for five years. It concerns food and cosmetics. The clean movement is the foundation of
these new ‘minimalisms’, with ever shorter ingredient lists, synonymous with products that undergo less
processing and are therefore better for our health. “x-free” products offer many surprises: from spirits
without sugar or alcohol to skincare serum with only four ingredients.

The FoodTech Village: connected organic food!
Within the Food sector, the FoodTech Village brings together a dozen young companies with innovative
digital, technological and entrepreneurial initiatives related to organic food.

CONFERENCES TO DECYPHER THE ORGANIC FOOD NEWS
(Held in French only)

Sunday 18th September 2022
10:30am Innovate with sustainable organic ingredients:
close-up on ‘local’ ingredients
>> Organic Ingredients Discovery Tour: meeting ‘local’
organic ingredient suppliers
With Gaëlle Frémont, INGREBIO
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)
11:30am Market analysis of the organic network: fresh
products and frozen food
With Bernard Ollié and Adrien Weitzman, good.
Organic Trends Forum (C121)
12:00pm The organic catering label: how to democratise a
label that is barely used?
With Bastien Boissonnier, CLUSTER BIO and Lionel Goumy,
BIOCOOP RESTAURATION
Agora (N120)
4

12:00pm Local and organic produce: an essential alliance
With Sauveur Fernandez, ECONOVATEUR
Organic Trends Forum (C121)
2:00pm Trend: the vegetable, the new star on the plate
With Elodie Germain and Delphine Dubois, LES 3 CHOUETTES
Innovation Forum (M104)
2:00pm Innovate in cosmetics with sustainable organic
ingredients
>> Organic Ingredients Discovery Tour for sustainable
cosmetics
With Magali Barbier, COSMÉBIO and Gaëlle Frémont,
INGREBIO
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)

Study by IFOP and Just Eat, September 2021
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3:00pm Drinks: trends to expect on the organic market
With Alison Fuster, ETHICDRINKS, Martin Chassagne,
GIMBER, Laura Panni, ALLOW LE HARD SELTZER, Fabien
Marchand-Cassagne, MODERATO and Thomas Lemasle, OÉ
Innovation Forum (M104)

4:30pm Market analysis of the organic network: sweet
grocery products and bakery
With Bernard Ollié and Adrien Weitzman, good.
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

Monday 19th September 2022
10:00am Alternative consumption (loose products, plants,
etc.): performances and figures in France depending on the
networks
With Pauline Peyron, NIELSENIQ
Agora (N120)

3:00pm The local offering: primary selling point in organic
shops
With Marithé Castaing, CLUSTER BIO, Thomas Vivier Merle,
LE RELAIS LOCAL and Marjorie François, SAVEUR NATURE
Agora (N120)

10:30am Market analysis of the organic network: savoury
grocery products
With Bernard Ollié and Adrien Weitzman, good.
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

4:30pm Local and organic produce: an essential alliance
With Sauveur Fernandez, ECONOVATEUR
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

2:00pm Trend: plant proteins, the star of food design and
innovation
With Justine Dragon, CLUSTER BIO
Innovation Forum (M104)

Tuesday 20th September 2022
11:00am Food innovations
With Olivier Costil, LE MONDE DE L’ÉPICERIE FINE
Innovation Forum (M104)

4:00pm Local and organic produce: an essential alliance
With Sauveur Fernandez, ECONOVATEUR
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

11:00am Food waste in the production chain
With Guillaume Tricaud, TOO GOOD TO GO, Laurent
Berthomieu, BIOGAM and Serge Bruno, KARINE & JEFF
Agora (N120)

Date and hour to be confirmed
Food segmentation and agro-ecological transition, the role
of historic 100% organic groups
With FOREBIO
Natexbio / La Maison de la Bio Forum (I80)

3:30pm Market analysis of the organic network: child
nutrition
With Bernard Ollié and Adrien Weitzman, good.
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

Full programme available on www.natexpo.com
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NATEXPO AWARDS 2022:
THE BEST ORGANIC FOOD INNOVATIONS OF THE YEAR
Fresh Products
Golden Award
TAHARAMA with smoked white beans and Britanny dulse (seaweed)
L’ATELIER V* (Booth M130)
L’Atelier V* revisits tarama, a world mezze and a classic appetizer, with a recipe that is
conscientious and joyous, plant-based, genuinely organic, local and astounding in realism.
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 28/04/2022
Market: Gourmet and conscientious people
Destination area: Europe,France
Price: € 2.84 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
"Original! It is a good product that meets many positive criteria: no animal protein, local, recycled packaging…”

A word from the winner
“This 100% local and vegetal tarama revisited without (fish) eggs is a real bluff! This dip recreates the perfect illusion with
smoky white bean and powerfully iodized dulse seaweed. While the taste buds swim in happiness, marine ecosystems can
finally see life truly in pink.”

Silver Award
Organic stirred yoghurt
SIMPLE COMME BONJOUR (Booth M154)
This yoghurt is organic, made with the fresh milk of the day at the farm. Marketed in
pouches (1.2kg, 3kg and 5kg), it is distributed locally to supermarkets, collective catering
and sold by bulk.
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 01/05/2021
Market: Everyone!
Destination area: France
Price: € 5.68 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
“Bulk concept with a qualitative product, good taste, limits waste, simple product… The overall approach won over the jury.”

A word from the winner
“We believe in a world of free and inspiring farmers for society. Our mission is to support organic dairy farmers by creating a
network of organic yogurt producers, in short circuits developed directly on the farm. The recipe? Fresh organic milk from the
milking of the day + ferments (that's all!), sold in bulk and in large containers. Eating an organic, farm-raised and local yogurt
is Simple Comme Bonjour!”
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Sweet Grocery Products
Golden Award
Passion fruit and mango flavoured ewe’s and goat’s milk dessert
FROMAGERIE DU VAL D’ORMEZE (Booth I109)
A stirred mix of ewe’s and goat’s milk, sold in a glass jar to serve three, and featuring a short
ingredient list. Available for consumption on the go or for retail, it also stores well and can be
kept for a long time at room temperature.
A true anti-waste solution!
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 01/01/2022
Market: For the whole family
Destination area: Europe, France
Price: € 3.41 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
“This new product won unanimous support! A true innovation on the shelf, the jury particularly appreciated its long shelf life at
room temperature. In addition to being practical to store, this gourmet brew that contains only 4 ingredients is also delicious
and rich in fruit! Its 3-part format is a plus, because it limits packaging.”

A word from the winner
“The entire Val d’Ormèze team is proud to receive this distinction! The Ormèze river, renowned for its golden reflections, may
have brought us luck. Today our Passion fruit and mango flavoured ewe’s and goat’s milk dessert will sparkle to the delight of
its creators! Thanks to the Natexpo Jury.”

Silver Award
KIGNON Lemond-Almond
LA BISCUITERIE HANDI-GASPI (Booth J152)
These innovative shortbread biscuits made from unsold bread, are made and packed by
people with a disability.
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 25/04/2022
Market: Families and committed parents
Destination area: France
Price: € 3.65 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
“A novelty that has it all! In addition to being delicious, these cookies are the result of a real
commitment from the brand: they are waste-free and made with organic and local ingredients
and allow the inclusion of people with disabilities. Their colorful and ecological packaging also
greatly pleased the jury.”

A word from the winner
“KIGNON is the little Biscuit with Maxi Impact! It is organic, local and “Handi -Gaspi”: made and packaged by biscuit makers
with mental and psychological disabilities, also made from recycled unsold organic bread. A cookie Good for Society, Good for
the Planet and Good for the Taste Buds!”
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Savoury Grocery Products
Golden Award
Cup Couscous Curry Coco
BIOVENCE-LAZZARETTI (Booth B110)
An on-the-go and recyclable cup ready to consume in 5 minutes, combining indulgence and
health thanks to high amino acid content (cereals and legumes), for an energy packed meal.
100% plant-based.
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 01/04/2022
Market: Men, women, working people, students and city dwellers
Destination area: Europe, France
Price: € 2.46 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
“This product caught the attention of the Jury, because it is a real innovation that meets consumer expectations, both in terms
of the recipe itself and its packaging. Indeed, this delicious and original 100% vegetable "Couscous Curry Coco" recipe is made
in France, from quality organic ingredients combining pleasure, delicacy and nutritional benefits (cereals, legumes, etc.), a recipe
that records moreover a Nutri-Score A! In addition, this ultra-practical on-the-go prepared dish is offered in a 100% recyclable
cup!”

A word from the winner
"A nomadic and recyclable cup ready in 5 minutes, combining indulgence and health thanks to a complete supply of amino acids
(cereals + legumes), a 100% vegetable energy meal, simple and quick to prepare, fully in line with a healthy daily diet.”

Silver Award
DAO Appetizer biscuits - Spicy Indian Curry
BIOTOBIO (Booth F128)
These flavoursome biscuits are made with an Indian curry paste. With a hint of Cayenne
pepper, they are just spicy enough to take you on a journey!
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 01/03/2022
Market: Men, women and children
Destination area: France
Price: € 16.11 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
“The jury was particularly won over by these little aperitif shortbread cookies, the recipe for which was specially designed for
bulk sale. Very crispy, these shortbreads made the taste buds of the jury travel thanks to their flavor of Indian curry! A real
explosion in the mouth.”

A word from the winner
“Tasteful shortbread! These new DAO shortbread biscuits are very crispy aperitif biscuits, specially developed for sale in the bulk
department. They are made in our family biscuit factory in the Alpes de Haute Provence from locally grown wheat flour. We
also use a curry paste made near us that we spice up with a touch of cayenne pepper, to make you travel!”
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Beverages
Golden Award
Sparkteez
SPARKTEEZ BFI SARL (Booth O118)
Sparkteez, the first all-French non-alcoholic sparkling tea - 17 calories - 4.4g of sugar and 0/0/0
of everything else... and even better: 0% alcohol, with a champagne feel.
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 19/04/2022
Market: Everyone
Destination area: France
Price: € 9.43 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
“Surprising: a sparkling tea that did not exist on the market, with a beautiful “Champagne” style
bottle! An excellent alternative to alcohol.”

A word from the winner
“SPARKTEEZ is the culmination of 12 months of testing/study/tasting. And we would like to thank all those who believed in the
project from the start... The idea was to have a festive champagne-style drink without alcohol or soda. It's done thanks to our
SPARKTEEZ who wins this trophy and for which we are very proud.”

Silver Award
Bio Veggy Café
THE BRIDGE (Booth H70)
This Veggy Cafè now comes in its new cup format with the same qualities: naturally gluten-free
with no added sugar thanks to its Italian rice and marzipan base.
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 01/02/2022
Market: Men / Women
Destination area: Asia, Europe, France
Price: € 1.89 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
“A sweet and balanced taste! The opening concept is interesting and makes this product
practical. These are the main qualities retained by the members of the jury.”

A word from the winner
“Our Veggy Cafè to go is now available in its new practical format, as if you had a cup of coffee in your hands. Its taste and
qualities remain the same and you have more: 220 ml instead of 200 ml. The gluten-free Veggy Cafè is naturally sweet thanks
to its base of rice and marzipan from Italy. Its amount of coffee corresponds to your daily dose of espresso. Its new packaging
has no lid or plastic cap. Indeed a new seal called "comforlid" replaces it; it is made of a thin layer of more durable and more
environmentally friendly aluminum that is easily removable: just peel it off and you are ready to enjoy!
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ORGANIC COSMETICS AND HYGIENE:
A BEAUTIFUL SUCCESS STORY FOR THE ORGANIC SECTOR
Organic cosmetics: spectacular growth
While the organic sector has witnessed a slowdown in
the food segment, the hygiene and beauty universe has
never been so successful. In 2021, the organic sector
recruited over 1.7 million buyers, compared to the
previous year5. This success is thanks to the historical
brands in the sector, but also to the explosion of new
proposals from conventional brands, ‘indie brands’ and
private labels6. Forecasts do not even hint at a crisis: in
2023, the organic sector could represent 8.5% of the
cosmetic market (+2 points) thanks to sales that are set
to make a 12% leap per year in value.7

Organic cosmetics at NATEXPO: the
second largest sector at the show
It is no secret that the companies in the sector are
extremely dynamic. To prove it, at NATEXPO Lyon 2022,
cosmetics is the second largest sector at the show, just
behind food. This year, more than 130 exhibitors
present their organic cosmetic products, including a
great many innovations.

Epure : a new trail
dedicated to the very best of
organic cosmetics
Consumers of organic cosmetics are attentive to
the composition of their product, but also to its
aesthetic codes. In 2022, Natexpo is creating a trail
designed for specific and high-end distribution
channels: perfumeries, concept stores, department
stores, etc. Niche brands, sophisticated
formulation, premium packaging: Epure brings
together the best of organic cosmetics, shaped to
meet this growing consumers’ demand.

The Cosmetics Village: the
benchmark for young innovative
companies
Reflecting the dynamism of organic cosmetics,
the exhibition’s Cosmetics Village and the Big
Splash in the same sector welcome young
innovative companies from the industry. This
year, there are 23 of them in the Cosmetics
Village and 20 in the Cosmetics Big Splash
displaying their creative ranges. Many of them
are connected with the desire to reduce waste,
such as water-free solid products or powders
and tablets to dilute at home to reduce the
volumes transported and therefore the carbon
footprint.

5

Kantar, tous circuits en France
Kantar, LSA 14.04.22
7 Xerfi 2021
6
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COSMETICS IN SOLID FORM, FOR DILUTION OR
CONTAINING CBD: THE NEW TRENDS TO WATCH
Solid

Dilution

Solid products are revolutionising the hygiene
and beauty segments. In 2021, income from solid
cosmetics reached €85 million, a drop compared
to 2020, but a 14% increase on 2019 8. Solid
products are must-haves and all brands, organic
or otherwise, are trying them. Without water and
therefore without preservatives, lighter, more
concentrated and smaller, solid products are
becoming standard in every category
(toothpaste, washing up detergent, perfume,
shampoo, etc.). Everyone is convinced by this
new, reduced format, which is good for the
environment.

It’s the new solid! It has the same benefits
(weight, price, performance), with new gestures
and new sensory experiences… dilution using
powders, pastilles or drops, is the golden goose
in terms of innovation.
In addition to texture, dilution is a real innovation
because it goes hand-in-hand with the refill
system, which reduces our carbon and plastic
footprints. Another proof of the advent of
ecology-pedagogy, which combines sensory
awareness and sustainability.

8

IRI, 2021
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COSMETIC INNOVATIONS FORUM:
3 DAYS OF EVENTS IN PARTNERSHIP WITH A LEADING NAME: COSMÉBIO
Cosmébio®9, the trade association for eco-friendly and organic cosmetics, is
celebrating its 20th anniversary this year. Since 2002, this label has guaranteed the
composition of organic cosmetics and highlighted the most responsible brands. In
partnership with this pillar of the hygiene and beauty world, NATEXPO is offering a
space entirely dedicated to beauty and well-being within the Cosmetics and Hygiene
sector.
As a venue for information, advice and education, the Cosmetic Innovations Forum analyses the organic
cosmetics market figures, new regulations and the year’s trends. Cosmébio is also putting on several
features around exhibitors’ cosmetic innovations, also offering the chance to discover new products and
niche brands in its testing bar.
(Held in French only)

Sunday 18th September 2022
11:00am Organic snail slime for natural beauty
With ROYER COSMETIQUE
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

3:00pm V.4 Cosmos: what changes to expect?
With COSMEBIO, COSMECERT and ECOCERT
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

2:00pm Sustainable deprivation
With DRUYDES
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

3:30pm Ancient and modern Aleppo soap, its specificities
and virtues
With TADE PAYS DU LEVANT
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

2:30pm A thousand facets of urucum
With GUAYAPI
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

Monday 19th September 2022
11:00am CBD in cosmetics
With ATELIER POPULAIRE
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

1:00pm Organic and solid products for babies!
With LAMAZUNA
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

11:30am The advantage of offering your customers 100%
natural French cosmetics
With PHYT’S
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

1:30pm The benefits of white tea in cosmetics
With LEONIA COSMETIQUES
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

12:00pm How to make a successful solid cosmetics
product?
With ENDRO
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

2:00pm Beauty and circular economy: the feasible equation
With COZIE
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)
2:30pm Foodie products from ancestral Japanese beauty
rituals and recipes
With BIJIN
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

9

COSMEBIO is a trade association for natural, eco-friendly and organic cosmetics. It works for the development of natural and eco-friendly
cosmetics based on products from green chemistry and organic farming.
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3:00pm Cosmetics innovations: how to win (back) customer
trust?
With LAO CARE
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

5:00pm Major societal trends and new avenues for natural
expression in beauty and well-being
With Pascale Brousse, TRENDSOURCING
Innovation Forum (M104)

4:00pm The consumer and cosmetics
With BIO DEVELOPPEMENT – BIO PANEL
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

5:00pm Market analysis of the organic network: hygiene
and care products
With Bernard Ollié and Adrien Weitzman, good.
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

5:00pm Tomorrow’s cosmetics: the organic sector by
2030
With COSMEBIO and CLUSTER BIO
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

Tuesday 20th September 2022
10:30am Differences between natural organic solid
cosmetics and synthetic solid cosmetics
With GAIIA
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)
11:00am The new generation of organic sun care
With KERBI
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)
11:30am Presentation of Natéclo
With NATECLO
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)
12:00pm Solid in all its states!
With LABORATOIRE GRAVIER
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

1:00pm Reuse in cosmetics
With MA BOUTEILLE S’APPELLE REVIENS and COSMEBIO
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)
1:30pm Make your CSR project come to life with BioED
With COSMEBIO and SYNABIO
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)
2:00pm Blue Beauty – trends and opportunities
With BALADE EN PROVENCE
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)
3:00pm Plant powders, the DNA of Powder hair care
products
With POWDER
Cosmetics Innovation Forum (K20)

12:00pm 20 years of organic cosmetics with Cosmébio and
latest organic cosmetics figures
With COSMEBIO
Natexbio / La Maison de la Bio Forum (I80)

Full programme available on www.natexpo.com
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NATEXPO AWARDS 2022:
THE BEST INNOVATIONS OF THE YEAR IN ORGANIC COSMETICS
AND HYGIENE PRODUCTS
Golden Award
Self-tanning drops
LABORATOIRES DE BIARRITZ (Booth I38)
The new biological tanning reflex! These self-tanning drops, combined with a face or body care
cream, help to retain all the benefits of the skincare product while improving a tan.
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 11/03/2022
Market: Men, women – all type of skin, even the fragile ones
Destination area: Africa, North, Central and South America, Asia, Europe, France, Oceania
Price: € 18.95 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
“The members of the jury were won over by its practical use with “the right dose”. It is light and does
not leave the skin oily.”

A word from the winner
“We are very proud to win the Golden Award in the “Cosmetics & Hygiene Products” category thanks to our certified organic
Self-Tanning Drops! Its innovative character, its 100% natural composition, its practicality of use and its eco-responsibility have
been rewarded. A nice price for a product already more than acclaimed by our consumers, who love the radiance and the natural
healthy glow it provides!”

Silver Award
Freyja Creamy Protecting Balm
DOUCES ANGEVINES (Booth L28)
A creamy face balm, Freyja nourishes the skin deeply, protects it from bad weather, calms red
skin and lights up the complexion. Its plant-based formula with garden macerates gives a velvety
touch to the skin.
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 09/11/2021
Market: Women, men and teenagers
Destination area: Europe, France
Price: € 30.42 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
“The texture and the smell won the unanimous approval of the jury. Added to this, the handmade and the eco-friendly glass
packaging were particularly appreciated by the members of the jury.”

A word from the winner
“Through this prize, we are happy to highlight a know-how and a philosophy: 100% vegetable and active cosmetics, with
macerates from the garden and wild pickings, handmade in our workshop - laboratory. Through our herbalist cosmetics, we
reconcile naturalness, positive impact on living things and real effectiveness for the skin. The beautiful difference of our Freyja
balm is its creamy texture without any additives or texture agents, its 100% organic plant and flower formula and its versatility
on the skin: nourishing, soothing, illuminating at the same time. We are very happy that this living cosmetic has been rewarded
with the Natexpo Awards.”
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DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS:
A HISTORICAL MARKET
Dietary supplements are becoming part of
French people’s everyday lives
The dietary supplements sector is the founding sector of
NATEXPO. In step with consumers' desire for natural beauty
and well-being, the dietary supplements sector has been
growing steadily for over ten years. In France, it grew by 6%
in 2021 - a record since 2014 - to reach 2.3 billion euros in
turnover. Source: Synadiet
In 2021, nearly six out of 10 French people (59%) said they
had used dietary supplements in the last 24 months. Among
them, the proportion of regular consumers has increased by
six points in the space of a year (46 to 52%), testifying to
consumer satisfaction with this product category.
In terms of claims, the trends apparent in 2020 persist, with
strong demand for stress and sleep regulation (+14% in
drugstores) and to build immunity and vitality (+13% in
pharmacies).
But 2021 also saw a return of demand for certain benefits
that had been impacted during the Covid crisis by health
precautions or seen as less of a priority: this is particularly the
case for digestion (+6.5% in pharmacies), joint health (+10%
in pharmacies and drugstores) and beauty (+17% in
pharmacies).10

10

Synadiet /Harris Interactive
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HOLISTIC WELLNESS AND LIBERATED FEMALE INTIMACY:
NEW TRENDS IN TAKING CARE OF YOURSELF
Holistic well-being as a lifestyle
During the pandemic, having our freedom
restricted, mental and emotional well-being
became a priority. In 2020, cases of major
depressive disorder and anxiety orders leapt
respectively by 28% and 26%.11
Since then, emotional anti-stress solutions have
been successful and have multiplied (via gummies,
sprays, supplements, drinks and even podcasts), as
well as solutions to optimise our rest and sleep. The
ambition is to find peace and serenity at all times,
by (almost) all means.
With our need to be ever closer to nature and to
protect our environment, a new paradigm of wellbeing is developing. It is based on the emotional,
but also the spiritual (not religious), almost esoteric
element, with a scientific approach. This new
holistic approach, this “augmented” quest for wellbeing aims to achieve harmony between body,
mind, soul and the environment – a physical,
psychological and energetic synergy. Is it a growing
phenomenon? It may even already be a revolution:
in 2021, the Pinterest social media site mentioned
a peak: +145% of searches to “raise your vibration”,
and +60% of searches on “how to protect your
energy” 12

Liberation of female intimacy
The taboos of femininity (periods, menopause, grey
hair, post-partum, etc.) are starting to be broken to
highlight female well-being in its entirety. With the
women’s empowerment wave, a new generation
of cosmetics and food supplements is emerging in
this direction, organic or otherwise. This microtrend could turn our society round and liberate a
majority of women, when you realise, for example,
that for 55% of French people, talking about
periods in public is “inappropriate 13

High Wellness
CBD (or cannabidiol) has been a buzz ingredient for
five years and is continuing its rise in cosmetics. The
promise of multiple positive effects for this
‘panacea’ plant of cannabis or hemp (in addition to
its analgesic, antioxidant and neuroprotective
effects, it has soothing, balancing, anti-ageing and
anti-inflammatory properties for the skin),
combined with a universe that is, to say the least,
euphoric (but not at all psychotropic in this use),
have triggered the ‘high wellness’ trend.

11 The

Lancet, 2020
Pinterest Predict 2022
13 Étude Opinion Way pour Dans Ma Culotte, 2021
12
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DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FORUM: ALL THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE SECTOR
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
The national trade association for dietary supplements, Synadiet, will host
the Dietary Supplements Forum. This information area covers regulatory
aspects and trends in the dietary supplements market, the latest on-trend
ingredients and precautions for using essential oils. As a venue for innovation and information, it enables
buyers and sellers in the sector to develop their business and their skills.
Through short talks, this area offers advice, information and education to visitors on a range of subjects
such as nutritional advice for people with special diets (vegetarians, vegans, athletes, senior citizens,
mothers-to-be, slimming or gluten-free diets, etc.), plants to be used for everyday well-being, specific
regulations for plant-based food supplements, etc.
(Held in French only)

Sunday 18th September 2022
10:30am Organic dietary supplements: at the crossroads of
two regulations
With Elodie Veyret, SYNADIET
Dietary Supplements Forum (G41)
10:30am Well-being: Consumers’ search for happiness
With Sauveur Fernandez, ECONOVATEUR
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

3:00pm Resveratrol and type 2 diabetes
With Aude Aznar, SYNADIET
Dietary Supplements Forum (G41)
4:00pm Regulation of claims: on a pack, advert or in-store,
what can we say about products?
With Elodie Veyret, SYNADIET
Dietary Supplements Forum (G41)

12:00pm The organic dietary supplement market
With Claire Guignier, SYNADIET
Dietary Supplements Forum (G41)

Monday 19th September 2022
10:00am Decoding food supplement labelling
With Elodie Veyret, SYNADIET
Dietary Supplements Forum (G41)
11:00am Nutraceuticals and the environment:
Nutraceuticals are developing and must also meet
sustainability challenges.
With Agathe Vettier, NUTRIKEO
Dietary Supplements Forum (G41)
12:00pm The regulation for hemp-based food supplements
With Elodie Veyret, SYNADIET
Dietary Supplements Forum (G41)
12:00pm Marketing dietary supplements in the Europe
zone: everything you need to know
With Stefania Ciacciarelli, ORCHIDALI
Import/Export Office (F105)

2:30pm CBD & THC: which analyses to control and enhance
the quality of your products tomorrow?
With Valérie Archevêque, EUROFINS
Dietary Supplements Forum (G41)
3.30pm Tomorrow’s ingredients via the Novel Food
procedure
With Marie Liamin, NUTRAVERIS
Dietary Supplements Forum (G41)
4:30pm Administrative policy measures: how to prepare
and how to react?
With Flavien Meunier, LEXCAP
Dietary Supplements Forum (G41)
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Tuesday 20th September 2022
10:00am The benefits of echinacea in maintaining
respiratory health
With Dr. Danielle Roux, phyto-aromatherapy specialist
Dietary Supplements Forum (G41)
11:00am The French sector of fragrant, aromatic and
medicinal plants
With the markets, research and forecasting department of
FRANCE AGRIMER
Dietary Supplements Forum (G41)
11:30am Market analysis of the organic network: dietary
supplements
With Bernard Ollié and Adrien Weitzman, good.
Organic Trends Forum (C121)
12:00pm Well-being: Consumers’ search for happiness
With Sauveur Fernandez, ECONOVATEUR
Organic Trends Forum (C121)
2:30pm Essential oils: precautions for safe use
With Elodie Veyret, SYNADIET
Dietary Supplements Forum (G41)

Full programme available on
www.natexpo.com
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NATEXPO AWARDS 2022:
THE BEST INNOVATIONS OF THE YEAR IN DIETARY
SUPPLEMENTS
Golden Award
Nomadic Detox Blend
ARCHIE (Booth H68)
The only one of its kind in France, this detox blend revolutionises the use and vision of cider
vinegar with an innovative recipe and packaging designed with a thought for customers and
retailers.
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 01/02/2022
Market: half of the population
Destination area: North and Central, Asia, Europe, France
Price: € 19.37 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
“The jury felt that this product was innovative and original at all levels: its packaging, its use, its
practicality."

A word from the winner
"Receiving the 2022 Golden Award in the "dietary supplements" category from Natexpo is really a great victory for Archie and
additional recognition for the organic sector. First specialized brand of cider vinegar at the crossroads of culinary and wellbeing, we have launched unique, innovative and functional ranges in France which have already integrated the daily lives of
+25,000 customers."

Silver Award
Guayapi Moringa
GUAYAPI (Booth G21)
GUAYAPI Moringa is an ayurvedic superfood that has been consumed for thousands of years, with
high iron and plant protein content, originating from bio-diversified garden-forests in Sri Lanka.
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 01/03/2022
Market: All consumers in France and abroad
Destination area: Africa, North and Central America, South America, Asia, Europe, France,
Oceania
Price: € 17.70 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
“An original “In and out” concept, because you can drink it or apply it on your skin as an exfoliant and
treatment. In addition, the packaging is elegant and the taste is interesting.”

A word from the winner
"The GUAYAPI Moringa, beyond organic, is grown in Garden-Forests that sequester carbon, produce oxygen and enrich
biodiversity in fair trade, according to the principles of Analog Forestry (FGP certification - Forest Garden Products).”
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PHYSICAL SHOPS AND E-COMMERCE:
ORGANIC RETAIL REINVENTED
Organic stores: 27% of organic retail
in France

E-commerce solutions: a programme
of talks to develop online sales

Specialist organic shops are pioneers. In France, as
in the rest of Europe, they were the first to
introduce organic products to consumers. Today,
there are more than 3,000 of them in France and
their turnover is expected to reach 3.5 billion euros
in 2021. Although there are far fewer of them than
supermarkets, they still account for 27% of the
country's organic retail. 14

E-commerce is experiencing unprecedented
growth, which has accelerated further since the
Covid outbreak. In 2021, online product sales
exceeded 129 billion euros in France, a 15.1%
increase compared to 2020, according to the
French federation for e-commerce and distance
selling, FEVAD.
To help organic companies respond to these new
online purchasing trends, NATEXPO offers a series
of talks delivered by e-commerce experts.

In 2020, at the heart of the Covid crisis, they played
an essential local role for consumers, but they must
now reinvent themselves and reassert their
identity in a changing context, particularly with the
success of e-commerce and the development of
organic food ranges in supermarkets.

More than 50 exhibitors to help drive
sales in organic retail
Organic shops must therefore show adaptability to
stay in step with the values of their customers and
the brands they sell: transparency, partnerships
with producers, staff training, adoption of digital
tools, customer loyalty, etc.
Shop design and fittings play a key role in
supporting these developments, and innovations in
terms of circularity are being developed to enable
shops to be in sync, from product to shelf.
The loose goods section is also not to be neglected:
after the slowdown caused by the pandemic, new
challenges are emerging, particularly around liquid
sales.
NATEXPO is the place to be to take stock of these
developments. More than 50 exhibitors will be on
hand to cover all areas related to organic shop
fittings
and
services:
layout,
shelving,
communication, mobile applications, checkouts
and sales terminals, interactive terminals, labelling,
training, logistics, etc.
14

And for companies looking for advice and support
to boost their online sales, around 15 exhibitors
offering specific equipment and personalised
advice are on hand: customer experience, stock
management, click & collect, delivery, equipment,
marketplace, etc.

Agence BIO figures
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TALKS ON THE NEW KEYS TO ORGANIC DISTRIBUTION
(Held in French only)

Sunday 18th September 2022
10:30am Well-being: Consumers’ search for happiness
With Sauveur Fernandez, ECONOVATEUR
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

1:30pm Market analysis of the organic network: beverages
With Bernard Ollié and Adrien Weitzman, good.
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

11:00am Update on retail in Benelux and Belgium
With Mélanie Longin, SALES4BIO
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

2:00pm The indirect benefits of buying loose
With Célia Rennesson and Chloé Liard RÉSEAU VRAC
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

11:30am Market analysis of the organic network: fresh
products and frozen food
With Bernard Ollié and Adrien Weitzman, good.
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

3:00pm The organic shop gets a makeover: 100 inspiring
examples across all circuits (France and international)
With Sauveur Fernandez, ECONOVATEUR
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

12h00 Magasin indépendant : comment lancer son site de
e-commerce ?
Avec Pascale Boyer, SEVELLIA
Forum Innovation (M104)

4:30pm Market analysis of the organic network: sweet
grocery products and bakery
With Bernard Ollié and Adrien Weitzman, good.
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

12:00pm Local and organic produce: an essential alliance
With Sauveur Fernandez, ECONOVATEUR
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

5:00pm On-line sales and services: 2022 update and major
trends
With Sauveur Fernandez, ECONOVATEUR
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

Monday 19th September 2022
10:30am Market analysis of the organic network: savoury
grocery products
With Bernard Ollié and Adrien Weitzman, good.
Organic Trends Forum (C121)
11:00am Loose products: land of innovation
With Célia Rennesson and Chloé Liard, RÉSEAU VRAC
Organic Trends Forum (C121)
11:00am Phygital: is the link between the digital world and
the physical world the challenge of tomorrow’s trade?
With Virginie Lorenzato and Flavie Benard, GROUPE
CARAMEL
Innovation Forum (M104)
11:30am Result of the exclusive survey on organic shop
loyalty
With Burkard Schaer, ECOZEPT
Organic Trends Forum (C121)
12:30pm On-line sales and services: 2022 update and major
trends
With Sauveur Fernandez, ECONOVATEUR

Organic Trends Forum (C121)
1:00 pm Re-using containers: advantages, difficulties and
solutions for the various actors in the sector
With Clémence Richeux, MA BOUTEILLE S’APPELLE
REVIENS, Hélène Person, COOPERATIVE BIOCOOP, Didier
Loffreda, IMPRIMERIE LORGE, Alexandra Parfus, MAISON
RAVOIRE and Marc Millet, AVERY DENNISON
Agora (N120)
2:30pm The organic shop gets a makeover: 100 inspiring
examples across all circuits (France and international)
With Sauveur Fernandez, ECONOVATEUR
Organic Trends Forum (C121)
3:00pm Market analysis of the organic network: household
products
With Bernard Ollié and Adrien Weitzman, good.
Organic Trends Forum (C121)
3:30pm The German organic market
With Burkard Schaer, ECOZEPT
Organic Trends Forum (C121)
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4:00pm Update on retail in Benelux and Belgium
With Mélanie Longin, SALES4BIO
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

5:00pm Market analysis of the organic network: hygiene
and care products
With Bernard Ollié and Adrien Weitzman, good.
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

Tuesday 20th September 2022
11:00am Update on retail in Benelux and Belgium
With Mélanie Longin, SALES4BIO
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

1:30pm The indirect benefits of buying loose
With Célia Rennesson and Chloé Liard, RÉSEAU VRAC
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

11:30am Market analysis of the organic network: dietary
supplements
With Bernard Ollié and Adrien Weitzman, good.
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

2:00pm On-line sales and services: 2022 update and major
trends
With Sauveur Fernandez, ECONOVATEUR
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

12:00pm Well-being: Consumers’ search for happiness
With Sauveur Fernandez, ECONOVATEUR
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

2:30pm Result of the exclusive survey on organic shop
loyalty
With Burkard Schaer, ECOZEPT
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

1:00pm Tomorrow’s organic consumer: the impact of a
crisis on shop promises
With Tarek Louadj, NIELSENIQ
Innovation Forum (M104)

3:30pm Market analysis of the organic network: child
nutrition
With Bernard Ollié and Adrien Weitzman, good.
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

Full programme available on www.natexpo.com
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NATEXPO 2022 AWARDS:
THE BEST INNOVATIONS FOR STORES AND BRANDS
Golden Award
Spicoj
ULTERIA- BULK AND CO (Booth K80)
Spicoj, the first solution enabling the loose distribution of powders, spices, herbs and berries. It
distributes just the right amount, and contributes to reducing waste.
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 01/09/2021
Market: Men, women, children
Destination area: Africa, North and Central America, South America, Asia, Europe,
France, Oceania
Price: € 138 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
“The concept for distributing the right dose of powdered products is particularly innovative, which has enabled it to obtain the
best score in its category.”

Silver Award
Sequoia Circulaire
SEQUOIA FACTORY (Booth J101)
Sequoia buys back Sequoia Factory wooden standalone shelf units for €30 and reconditions
them in a sheltered work organisation to give them a second life.
•
•
•

Launch date: 02/04/2022
Market: Advertisers, distribution suppliers, and distribution brands
Destination area: France

The Jury’s opinion
“This in-store display solution caught the attention of the jury, in particular thanks to the CSR
and solidarity initiatives of this start-up.”

A word from the winner
“Sequoia Factory offers distribution suppliers and retail brands eco-responsible POS and communication solutions, and in
particular wooden displays. The wooden floor displays of the Pure range can, at the end of their use, be returned to Sequoia
Factory and be subject to a refund of €30 per returned display. These displays will be refurbished as part of a circular
approach and will return to the circuit for other customers and new projects. Sequoia Factory thus contributes to the circular
economy and the reduction of waste”
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SOURCING:
THE RESOURCES OF ORGANIC
Organic procurement in a world in
flux
Finding ingredients has become a real challenge
for companies working in the European organic
industry. The ingredients sector at NATEXPO
represents an opportunity to make new contacts
and consolidate supplies. The hub is shaping up
to host around 40 suppliers for organic food
products, cosmetics and dietary supplements.
"The organic sector is not immune to the chaos
of the markets, nor supply chain problems... and
yet organic farming is part of the solution. (...)
The practices advocated by organic farming,
which foreshadowed the agricultural and food
transition 50 years ago, today meet the
challenges of environmental protection in
response to the climate emergency. It is the only
alternative pathway, governed by strict
regulations, to provide consumers with quality
guarantees for their health and the planet".
Gaëlle FREMONT, Founder of Ingrébio

Organic Ingredients Forum
Highlights with Ingrébio

At the heart of the Ingredients and Raw Materials
sector is held the Organic Ingredients Forum.
Around experts, producers and processors will be
discussed the main challenges of the upstream of
the organic sector: supply, quality, innovation,
regulation and valorization of resources

Ingredients at the forefront of
innovation
and new organic trends
Organic extracts and ingredients lie at the heart
of innovation and the emergence of organic
trends. They are the driving force behind the
vitality of a sector which for decades has played
the role of an incubator for the spreading of new
products which have sometimes fed through into
mainstream consumption: aloe vera, chia seeds,
coconut, kefir, etc.
NATEXPO offers the opportunity to meet the
players involved in all the new trends in the
organic sector, related to “alternative” proteins,
allergen-free, super foods, fermented foods and
ingredients, organic flavours, as well as fair trade,
traceability of origins and the creation of market
verticals, such as the trend of organic wheat in
Île-de-France, which has been introduced to
meet demand from collective catering.

The New
Organic Ingredients
Discovery Tour
In partnership with Ingrébio, Natexpo is
inaugurating this year the Organic Ingredients
Discovery Tour.
For one hour, visitors will meet exhibitors offering
innovative organic ingredients for the food sector,
cosmetics and dietary supplements. 5 tours are
planned during the 3 days of the show. The tour
will begin with a presentation of the sector at the
Organic Ingredients Forum. Then a guided tour of
a dozen exhibitors will be offered to you, led by
Gaëlle Frémont, founder of Ingrébio. The tour will
be
commented
in
French
only.
Limited to 10 participants per tour. Free, upon
registration.
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CONFERENCES ON THE KEY ISSUES OF THE UPSTREAM PART OF THE
ORGANIC VERTICAL.
(Held in French only)

Sunday 18th September 2022
10:00am War, shortage and solutions: what French
alternatives to globalized ingredients and products?
With Delphine Dubois and Elodie Germain, LES 3
CHOUETTES
Agora (N120)
10:30am Innovate with sustainable organic ingredients:
close-up on ‘local’ ingredients
>> Organic Ingredients Discovery Tour: meeting ‘local’
organic ingredient suppliers
With Gaëlle Frémont, INGREBIO
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)
12:00pm “Regulatory reactions by Synabio”: developments
to be aware of when processing organic products
With Bernard Lignon, SYNABIO
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)

1:00pm Consumer perceptions of plant-based proteins
With Justine Dragon, CLUSTER BIO AUVERGNE RHÔNE-ALPES
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)
2:00pm Innovate in cosmetics with sustainable organic
ingredients
>> Organic Ingredients Discovery Tour for sustainable
cosmetics
With Magali Barbier, COSMÉBIO and Gaëlle Frémont,
INGREBIO
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)
3:00pm Roundtable – Responsible organic purchasing:
understanding the risks to act in the field
With Mathilde Gsell, SYNABIO, Sylvie Gérard, EMEA SUD
PROVA and Philippe Sendral, AGROSOURCING
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)

Monday 19th September 2022
10:00am Innovate with sustainable organic ingredients:
close-up on an offering that goes a step further
>> Organic Ingredients Discovery Tour: meeting suppliers of
organic+ ingredients
With Gaëlle Frémont, INGREBIO
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)

2:00pm Innovate in nutraceutical products with sustainable
organic ingredients
>> Organic Ingredients Discovery Tour for dietary
supplements
With Gaëlle Frémont, INGREBIO
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)

12:00pm Consolidation and pooling of organic supply
chains: an opportunity in a turbulent organic market?
With Claire Dimier-Vallet, SYNABIO with testimonials
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)

3:00pm Sustainable seafood supplies: which fish for
tomorrow?
With Pia Leveille, A PRO BIO and Thomas
Canetti, FOOD4GOOD
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)

12:00pm Supply chain traceability: how the blockchain
might revolutionise our approach to transparency
With Cédric Richard, NATURE AND EXPRESSION – ENGLISH
TEA SHOP, Adrien Weitzman, BIO LINEAIRES and Maxine
Roper, CONNECTING FOOD
Innovation Forum (M104)
1:00pm How to successfully formulate simpler and more
natural organic food products? Practical case with tools by
RMT ACTIA TransfoBio
With Paul Vandooren, ADRIANOR and partner of RMT ACTIA
TRANSFOBIO
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)

4:00pm Towards zero-deforestation cocoa: who will pay
the price?
With Emilie Durochat, COMMERCE ÉQUITABLE France
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)
4:00pm Why Andean quinoa is still such a hit with
European consumers
With Rosario Pajuelo, PROMPERU FRANCE and Bazile
Didier, CIRAD
Import/Export Office (F105)
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Tuesday 20th September 2022
10:00am Innovate with sustainable organic ingredients:
close-up on the plant-based protein offering
>> Organic Ingredients Discovery Tour: meeting plantbased organic ingredient suppliers
With Gaëlle Frémont, INGREBIO
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)

1:00pm The impact of a local brand in supporting and
developing a sector: feedback on the Isère brand
With Geoffrey Lafosse, IS HERE and Emmanuelle
Darpeix, BUREAU ALPES CONTROLES
Agora (N120)

11:00am “Regulatory reactions by Synabio”: developments
to be aware of when processing organic products
With Bernard Lignon, SYNABIO
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)

2:00pm The benefits of fair trade to consolidate the
development of the organic sector in France
With Julie Maisonhaute, COMMERCE ÉQUITABLE FRANCE
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)

12:00pm Creating added value by local organic sectors:
illustrations with the sugar sector
With Eva Coudray, BIO EN HAUTS DE FRANCE
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)

3:00pm Natural vitamins and minerals
With Émilie Chanséaume-Bussière, NUTRIFIZZ, and FrançoisMaurice Gautheron, LES BIO FRÈRES
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61)

1:00pm Labels and certifications: what customers want,
what producers can do
With Alexandra Farnos, www.alexandra-farnos.bio
and Nordine Arfaoui, UNIVERT
Organic Ingredients Forum (G61

Full programme available on www.natexpo.com

Official Sponsors of the Forum
BLH is a family company that has been supporting its customers in their search for
ingredients for more than 37 years: perfumery, aromatherapy, cosmetics, aromas… Born
in the Grasse region in France, the BLH company remains faithful to its values, which are
the responsiveness, service, quality and its CSR initiatives. The long-term relationship with
its partners, the ever-present quality, expertise and innovation are BLH’s priorities, which
is its strength. www.blhsas.com
Booth G51
ROUAGES, the specialist in natural aromatic extraction, has been producing intense
infusions of fresh plants, fruit, vegetables and spices since 2005, using 100% natural raw
materials and without any chemical additives. The infusions are available in aqueous
(water, juice, vinegar, etc.) or oily (vegetable oils and fats) bases.
Booth H64
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AUGMENTED ORGANIC:
SUSTAINABILITY AT ALL LEVELS
Towards ever more responsible
organic

The Lab: start-ups make their voices
heard

Consumers nowadays have greater expectations
of organic products, and want companies to go
beyond legal requirements, particularly in terms
of social responsibility. Faced with these
expectations, which have been reinforced by the
crisis, NATEXPO last year launched a space at its
Paris show dedicated solely to eco-products and
eco-services, in line with the trends connected
with loose goods, zero waste, upcycling, local
sourcing, decarbonisation, seasonality, fair
remuneration of all the links in the chain, etc.
These issues are of strategic importance, and
remain valid in all sectors: food, cosmetics,
hygiene, cleaning products, textiles, etc.

Created in 2018, The Lab is an exhibition and
pitching forum dedicated to young companies
working in the circular economy and
technological eco-innovation. Around 30
companies are showing here in Lyon. At some
point during the three days of the show, each will
deliver their pitch to tell visitors about their
innovative solution or product in the space of a
few minutes. A jury of experts will meet to select
a winner, whose prize will be a free stand at
NATEXPO 2023.

All actors mobilised to respond to
new expectations and regulations
NATEXPO Lyon is a valuable opportunity to
discover the responsible solutions developed by
companies in the organic sector: elements of
significant differentiation to stand out from the
competition. From production to retail, all the
links in the chain have a role to play in providing
the guarantees expected by consumers and
working in compliance with new regulations,
such as the AGEC Act in France (standing for
“anti-waste for a circular economy”), which plans
to phase out single-use plastic by 2040.
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TALKS ON THE NEW RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ORGANIC SECTOR
(Held in French only)

Sunday 18th September 2022
11:00am Ethical finance in support of the organic sector
With Ivan Chaleil, LA NEF, Olivier Bidaut, CROC et Laëtitia
Van de Walle, LAMAZUNA
Agora (N120)

3:00pm Opening a factory in France: a response to
ecological and social issues
With Kilian O’Neill and Geoffroy Blondel de Joigny,
NATUROPERA
Agora (N120)

Monday 19th September 2022
11:00am Define a responsible purchasing strategy to
transform the company and provide transparency for
consumers
With Maud Roggia, Chloé Champion and Laurent
Lefebvre ECOCERT
Agora (N120)

4:00pm Inclusiveness: a challenge for a more human world
and a desire from increasingly committed consumers
With Virginie Lorenzato and Flavie Benard, GROUPE
CARAMEL
Agora (N120)

1:00 pm Re-using containers: advantages, difficulties and
solutions for the various actors in the sector
With Clémence Richeux, MA BOUTEILLE S’APPELLE
REVIENS, Hélène Person, COOPERATIVE BIOCOOP, Didier
Loffreda, IMPRIMERIE LORGE, Alexandra Parfus, MAISON
RAVOIRE and Marc Millet, AVERY DENNISON
Agora (N120)

4:00pm The challenges of the organic sector (and
sustainable food) in relation to the right packaging
With Laurie Gouin and Marine Perez, TEAM CREATIF
Innovation Forum (M104)
5:00pm How to adopt a eco-digital communication
strategy?
With Guénola Saupin, COJECOM
Innovation Forum (M104)

2:00pm The end of the responsible and committed organic
brand
With Alexis Canto et Nicolas Neau, PIXELIS
Agora (N120)

5:00pm Sustainability and compostable packaging: how to
meet your targets
With Jean-Pierre Rakoutz, TIPA
Agora (N120)

Tuesday 20th September 2022
10:00am How can organic manufacturers help their
suppliers reduce their environmental impact?
With Marine Chotard and Claire Morice, O2M
Agora (N120)
2:00pm The integrity of the organic sector: how to reassure
consumers?
With members of the TOFoo project: Rodolphe Vidal,
ITAB, Jean-François Morin, Hélène Debétencourt and Eric

Jamin, EUROFINS, Joachim Perrocheau, BIOLAIT and Damien
Castagnier, PRONATURA
Agora (N120)
4:00pm How to rekindle the appeal of organic and reassert
its benefits to consumers
With Mélanie Ducellie, BONNETERRE & CIE
Agora (N120)

Full programme available on www.natexpo.com
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NATEXPO 2022 AWARDS:
THE BEST ECO-RESPONSIBLE INNOVATIONS FOR HOUSEHOLD
AND PERSONAL PRODUCTS
Golden Award
Epur powder for dilution
CHEMBO BEVIL (Booth J59)
With the Epur powder for dilution, no futile transport of water, and less plastic thanks
to the use of a rechargeable bottle to dilute the power in water.
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 29/04/2022
Market: Men and women committed in ecology
Destination area: Europe,France
Price: € 2.075 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
“These powders to be diluted convinced the members of the jury by their practicality and the fact that they are a response to
consumer expectations.”

A word from the winner
“We are very delighted with this NATEXPO Golden Award, which has increased the motivation of our team! At Chembo Bevil,
we strive to develop and offer efficient cleaning products that respect the environment. This Golden Award rewards the
investment of each of us and reinforces the idea that it is possible to preserve our planet without making any concessions..."

Silver Award
Solid washing-up detergent
SOLIDE ! (Booth I76)
The latest version of solid washing-up detergent is more effective and lasts longer. Both
economical and ecological, it eradicates 100% of packaging and transported water.
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 01/01/2022
Market: All families
Destination area: Europe, France
Price: € 5.42 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
"This solid dish soap was really appreciated thanks to its elegance and its recipe of ingredients"

A word from the winner
"Solide ! designs and manufactures zero waste, simple, effective and economical alternative products. Solid dish cleaner,
washable kitchen accessories in fabrics, ecological detergent in ultra-concentrated powder or even dishwasher powder: all our
products are made in France, eco-certified and made from natural and/or organic raw materials and allow us to massively
reduce our waste, for a cleaner world every day."
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ORGANIC BEYOND BORDERS
Organic farming regulated in over 100
countries worldwide
Organic is a global phenomenon. By the end of 2019,
103 countries had adopted official legal rules for
organic farming while in 2018, almost 2.8 million
certified organic farms had been registered
worldwide. The global organic market was worth more
than 112 billion euros in 2019. (Agence Bio figures)

NATEXPO: an overview of the
international organic sector
In this flourishing context, NATEXPO offers the
opportunity to get a real overview of the latest
successful trends outside France. Indeed, around a
hundred non-French exhibitors are expected in Lyon
this year, hailing from 20 countries around the world:
Belgium, Germany, Spain, Italy, the Netherlands,
Switzerland, Luxembourg, Hungary, Portugal, Mali,
India, Greece, Israel, Great Britain, Austria, Canada,
Monaco, Morocco, Tunisia and Poland. NATEXPO Lyon
also hosts three international pavilions highlighting
Spanish organic know-how, with the FIAB (Federación
Española de Industrias de Alimentación y Bebidas), the
Castilla y León region and Bio Navarra.

The Import/Export Office: the key to
international trade
The Import/Export Office consists of a series of talks
that address international issues and examine the
state of play on local organic markets.
The programme includes a focus on Spain, Tunisia and
Italy.
In this context, Business France and the Ministry of
Agriculture and Food Sovereignty are offering to
provide French companies, free of charge, with studies
on the needs of local importers/distributors of
agricultural equipment and food products, together
with the opportunities to be seized in key sectors.
Links to the country studies are available at
www.natexpo.com
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FOCUS ON THE BENELUX, BELGIAN AND GERMAN MARKETS

Sunday 18th September 2022
11:00am Update on retail in Benelux and Belgium
With Mélanie Longin, SALES4BIO
Organic Trends Forum (C121)
12:00pm The impact of the pandemic on the natural
cosmetics market
Presentation in English
With Viktoria Potko, NATRUE
Import/Export Office (F105)

2:00pm Development and support for organic production
in North Africa (Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt)
With Khaled Sassi, AGRIBIO TUNISIE
Import/Export Office (F105)
3:00pm Discover Castilla Y Léon: the green heart of Spain
With Gustavo Dominguez Sanchez, INSTITUTO PARA LA
COMPETITIVIDAD EMPRESARIAL DE CASTILLA Y LEON
Import/Export Office (F105)

1:00pm The Organic Made in Italy in the global market
With Nadia Monti, ASSOBIO
Import/Export Office (F105)

Monday 19th September 2022
11:00am Importing and exporting organic products in the
Europe zone: an update on current regulations
With Michel Reynaud and Antoine Faure, ECOCERT
Import/Export Office (F105)

3:00pm Trends and opportunities in the organic market in
Spain
With Véronique Oberlé, CCI FRANCE ESPAGNE
Import/Export Office (F105)

12:00pm Marketing dietary supplements in the Europe
zone: everything you need to know
With Stefania Ciacciarelli, ORCHIDALI
Import/Export Office (F105)

3:30pm The German organic market
With Burkard Schaer, ECOZEPT
Organic Trends Forum (C121)

1:00pm Support for investment in organic production in
Tunisia
With Rachid Benales, APIA
Import/Export Office (F105)

4:00pm Why Andean quinoa is still such a hit with
European consumers
With Rosario Pajuelo, PROMPERU FRANCE and Bazile
Didier, CIRAD

2:00pm The Flemish organic product market
With Paul Verbeke, BIOFORUM
Import/Export Office (F105)

Tuesday 20th September 2022
11:00am Trends and opportunities in the organic market in
Spain
With Véronique Oberlé, CCI FRANCE ESPAGNE
Import/Export Office (F105)

1:00am Marketing dietary supplements in the Europe zone:
everything you need to know
With Stefania Ciacciarelli, ORCHIDALI
Import/Export Office (F105)

12:00pm Support for French companies in their export
activities to the MENA zone
With Naamen Bouhamed, ALWEN INTERNATIONAL
Import/Export Office (F105)

Full programme available on www.natexpo.com
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NATEXPO AWARDS 2022:
INTERNATIONAL SPECIAL MENTION
This year, a new prize was created to award one international product across all categories, as
an International Special Mention from the jury, in order to highlight the potential of innovation of
Natexpo foreign exhibitors.

GIMBER N°2 BRUT
GIMBER (Booth G141)
GIMBER n°2 Brut is a concentrate of organic ginger, alcohol free, with yuzu and lemon thyme, with 50% less sugar than the
original and iconic version of GIMBER.
•
•
•
•

Launch date: 01/09/2021
Market: Men, women, healthy lifestyle, low sugar consumers
Destination area: Europe, France
Price: € 24.6 excl. VAT

The Jury’s opinion
“This year, Natexpo wanted to reward a foreign exhibitor who would have obtained the best score among the international
products in competition, from all categories, excluding winners. This is the case for this non- alcoholic drink with a wellbalanced taste!”

A word from the winner
“Gimber n°2 Brut is an explosive concentrate of ginger with subtle notes of lemon thyme and organic yuzu, a rare Japanese
citrus fruit whose taste is between lemon and mandarin. Very low in sugar, Gimber n°2 Brut is for all ginger enthusiasts as
well as for people who limit their sugar consumption as much as possible.”
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NATEXPO, IT’S NOT JUST A TRADESHOW:
FOCUS ON A COMMUNITY BROUGHT TOGETHER BY ORGANIC
NATEXPO digital: the content
platform

Organic decoded all year round:
webinars and social media

To be accessible to professionals from all over the
world, NATEXPO provides visitors and exhibitors
with a digital platform running alongside the
exhibition: NATEXPO Digital.
Accessible to all badge-holding visitors and all
exhibitors, the platform is open from 10 to 30
September 2022, to enjoy the experience before,
during and after the show.
In this new, completely overhauled version,
NATEXPO is focusing on interactivity and content:
visitors will be able to access all the exhibitors, view
their documentation, presentation videos, new
products, and get in touch with them directly via a
chat function.
Visitors and exhibitors will also have the
opportunity to engage in discussion with each
other through a networking module, to facilitate
exchanges between industry players.
Around 50 talks recorded during the show will be
replayed on NATEXPO Digital so as not to miss out
on any of the latest trends in the organic sector.

In addition to the trade show, the NATEXPO teams
keep a close eye on the latest trends in the organic
market throughout the year, both in France and
internationally. This monitoring brings them to
regularly post articles on the latest organic
developments through social media (LinkedIn,
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram), and hold a themebased webinar every month. Thus, in addition to
the exchanges that take place during the show, the
NATEXPO community remains up to date on
organic developments all year round.
In particular, the webinars give a platform to
experts, entrepreneurs, journalists and retailers,
who share their analyses, exchange views and
interact with participants online. Lasting an hour,
these live video conferences provide an overview
of the latest developments in the organic sector:
trends, retail, consumption, e-commerce,
environmental labelling, local sourcing, etc.
Registration is free and users simply sign up on
natexpo.com. Cath-up videos can be viewed on
webinars-natexpo.eventmaker or on NATEXPO
Digital starting on 10 September.

Business meetings: a dedicated
matchmaking programme
At the heart of the show, NATEXPO offers targeted
meetings between exhibitors and buyers from
retail (specialised and supermarket), catering
(commercial and collective), pharmacy and
drugstores (food, cosmetics, dietary supplements,
eco-friendly products). The key advantage here is
that it helps buyers save a lot of time. On their
behalf, NATEXPO approaches the exhibitors who
can meet their needs, and arranges a tailored
appointment schedule for them. Also worth noting
is the pertinence of these appointments: they
benefit from prepared and targeted meetings with
manufacturers.
The service is free and subject to prior registration.
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LA MAISON DE LA BIO / NATEXBIO
A COLLECTIVE OF COMMITTED ORGANIZATIONS
La Maison de la Bio is an organization that brings together the living forces of organic.
This collective of professional organizations constitutes a place of exchange, consultation, construction to
be the voice of companies in the organic sector. Its creation is a continuation of NATEXBIO, the federation
of organic processors and distributors. It brings together Cosmébio (the organic cosmetics label), Forébio
(the Federation of Collective Organizations of 100% organic producers), Synabio (the National Union of
organic companies serving the organic farming sector), Synadiet (National Union of food supplements)
and Synadis bio (the National Syndicate of specialized distributors of organic and dietetic products) joined
at the start of the year by Bio Equitable in France, Bio Partenaire and Bio Valeurs.
La Maison de la Bio wants to be dynamic and open to other structures in all areas of organic, food,
cosmetics, health products and other sectors that value the organic approach.

The diversity of organic represented by the 6 founding members

La Maison de la Bio key initiatives :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote the consumption of organic product
Represent the material and moral interests of the profession
Act as a place for meetings and debates between the main players in the profession
Publish information in printed or electronic format
Advise any future founder of manufacturing or retail businesses
Organize a competition to help young firms
Organize seminars and trade shows, including NATEXPO
Conduct surveys on the sector
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SPAS ORGANISATION
THE LARGEST FRENCH ORGANISER OF TRADE SHOWS AND CONSUMER
EVENTS DEDICATED TO ORGANIC PRODUCTS, WELLNESS, ART DE VIVRE AND
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
SPAS Organisation organizes 25 events in France:
• Organic and natural product exhibitions: Marjolaine (Paris), Vivre Autrement (Paris), Naturally
(Paris), Permae (Paris), Zero+ (Paris)
• Tradeshows: medFEL (Perpignan), NATEXPO (Paris, Lyon)
• The Zen & Bio network around France: Zen & Bio (Nantes, Angers, Tours, Bordeaux, Lyon),
Artemisia (Marseille), NaturaBio (Lille), Respire La Vie (Poitiers, Vannes, Rennes)
• Wellness and Art de vivre shows: Bien-être Médecine Douce (Paris, Lyon, Marseille), Les
Thermalies (Paris, Lyon), Zen (Paris), Saveurs des Plaisirs Gourmands (Paris)
• Trend forums: at its consumer events, SPAS unveils tomorrow’s trends and showcases them on
dedicated forums: Bio & Vegan, ViniBio, Le Rendez-vous de la conscience.
A Selection Committee specific to each exhibition ensures that quality criteria are fulfilled for all products
and services exhibited, in keeping with an ethical and environmental policy.
In connection with these shows which are the company’s core business, SPAS Organisation also offers
new services for the benefit of its exhibitors.

The marketplace sevellia.com
Dedicated to organic, natural and eco-friendly products, sevellia.com enables exhibitors to sell their
products, before, during and after exhibitions. Sevellia.com boasts a total of 600 vendors and 50,000
product references.
the Sevellia.com team will be present at NATEXPO to discuss with organic players, and will hold a
conference on Sunday September 18 at 12 p.m. on the Innovation Forum “Independent store: how to
launch your e-commerce site? »

Sustainable Development at SPAS Organisation
SPAS Organisation is involved in the certification process ISO 20121 – Sustainable Events. By obtaining ISO
20121 certification for all its shows, SPAS illustrates its commitment to exercising ever tighter control over
its events’ environmental impact.

The NATEXPO team
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eric Faure
Valérie Lemant
Florence Roublot
Loïc Le Men
Solène Bryon
Nadia Messaoudi
Marion Elie
Mathilde Lapersonne

President of SPAS Organisation
Managing Director of SPAS Organisation
Event Manager
Technical Director
Project Manager
Project Manager
BtoB Communication Manager
Communication Officer
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION:
From Sunday September 18 to Tuesday September 20, 2022
From 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. - Closing at 5 p.m. on Tuesday September 20th
Eurexpo Lyon - Hall 4
• Access :
By public transport
Tramway T5 or Bus Line 100
“Direct Eurexpo”
Timetables available on tcl.fr.
By car
- From Lyon: A43, Eurexpo exit
- From Paris/Geneva: Take the A46
(East ring road), exit 8: Eurexpo Visitors.
- From Chambéry/Grenoble: Take the A46 (East
ring road), exit 10: Eurexpo Visitors.

• Catering:
The entire catering offer at Natexpo is 100%
organic.

Car parks with 13,000 spaces are in the immediate
vicinity of the 3 entrances of Eurexpo Lyon.

Don't forget to ask for your press accreditation:
mlapersonne@spas-expo.com
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